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Librarians and library consortia negotiating and implementing 

open access agreements

 Guidelines and negotiation principles

 Agreement characteristics and terms

 Open access workflows and good practice

 Metadata standards and data analytics

 Communications and stakeholder engagement

ESAC is a community of practice
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Librarians and library consortia negotiating and implementing 

open access agreements

 Workflow recommendations

 Sample open access agreement terms

 Uncover your publishing profile

 Registry of transformative agreements

 Market Watch

ESAC is an information hub
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Share essential information on the nature and transitional 

mechanisms of transformative agreements to improve business 

standards and market transparency.

 Agreement terms

 Transitional mechanism of fees

 Publishing rights negotiated

 Assessment

 Links and contacts

ESAC Registry of Transformative 

Agreements
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“Transformative agreement” is an umbrella term describing those

agreements negotiated between institutions (libraries, national and

regional consortia) and publishers in which former subscription

expenditures are repurposed to support open access publishing,

thus transforming the business model underlying scholarly journal

publishing, gradually and definitively shifting from one based on toll

access (subscription) to one in which publishers are remunerated a

fair price for their open access publishing services.

Transformative agreements
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Transformative agreements
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Number of articles covered by

Transformative agreements

https://esac-initiative.org/about/oa-workflows/
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Follow key trends in the demographics and distribution of scholarly 

journal publishing in transition:

 the relevance of publishers for “researchers as authors”, as 

expressed in their share of scholarly articles published,

 the growth of open access via transformative agreements and 

the impact these agreements have in enabling universal open 

access to the research articles produced on a local 

(country) and global (publisher) level, and

 the costs and price points of article processing charges.

ESAC Market Watch

https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/#market_shares
https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/#TAs
https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/#country_shares
https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/#publisher_portfolios
https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/#APCs
https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/
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ESAC Market Watch

https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/
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How does the proportion of your institution’s spending on subscriptions with given publisher

compare with the proportion of articles published by authors from your institution in that

publisher’s journals?

If other institutions and library consortia have negotiated transformative agreements that

are cost-neutral with respect to their previous subscription expenditure and enable both

reading access and open access publishing, why settle for anything less?

With publishers extracting increasing revenues from authors through open access

publishing, can institutions afford not to negotiate central open access publishing and

transformative agreements to bring these revenues into check and oversight?

ESAC Market Watch

https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/
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Thank you for your attention

Adam Der

Max Planck Digital Library

der@mpdl.mpg.de

https://www.mpdl.mpg.de/en/
mailto:der@mpdl.mpg.de

